The 4 Imperatives of Great Leaders
(Leadership Certification)

Leaders will learn how to treat individuals on their team as whole people ("Whole-Person Paradigm") to meet the unique needs of their “workforce generation” and inspire employees to want to contribute their best work. Solve the four chronic problems of organizations by identifying and addressing their root causes. Learn to use team feedback as a valuable life-support system to strengthen relationships and apply state-of-the-art skills and tools to accomplish critical objectives.

When: February 26, 2016
9:30am – 12:30pm
Where: University Commons Room 171B

Registration is required. Please complete the attached registration form and scan and email to training@wpunj.edu or submit via fax to extension 2090. For questions, you may direct your call to Desyra Highsmith at extension 2834 or Myrna Torres at extension 2887.